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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a technique of performing clock synchronization through a communication path.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Currently, an international standard such as IEEE 1588v2 has been established as a technique (see Patent
Document 1) of performing clock synchronization using a packet network. In IEEE 1588v2, it is possible not only to
synchronize the frequency of a clock but also to adjust a time or a phase of a clock. In IEEE 1588v2, a clock master
device and a slave device to be synchronized with the master device are provided. Between the master device and the
slave device, a delay time is measured by communication using a packet. Based on a measurement result of the delay
time, synchronization of the frequency of a clock, time adjustment, and phase adjustment of a clock are implemented.
For this reason, errors or fluctuations in the delay time affect the accuracy of clock reproduction of the slave device as is.
[0003] Most errors or fluctuations in the delay time are caused because a time until a clock synchronization packet is
output after it is input to a packet transmission device is not constant. The fluctuations in the time occur due to control
of quality of service (QoS) in a packet transmission device. Meanwhile, in IEEE 1588v2, a technique of correcting a
delay time in a packet transmission device is defined. According to this technique, a packet transmission device con-
forming to IEEE 1588v2 can correct the errors in the delay time.

[Documents of the prior art]

[Patent Documents]

[0004] [Patent Document 1] Japanese Unexamined Patent Application, First Application No. 2010-062992

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

Problem to be Solved by the Invention

[0005] However, the main purpose of the correcting technique is to correct the delay time in the packet transmission
device. In addition to the error in the delay time in the packet transmission device, there are cases in which the delay
time of the transmission path changes. Such cases are not considered in IEEE 1588v2. This is because when in general
wired connection, the delay time of the transmission path does not significantly change.
[0006] In recent years, even in the mobile backhaul network, demands for performing clock synchronization using the
technique specified in IEEE 1588v2 have increased. In the mobile backhaul network, the wireless transmission device
is mostly used as the packet transmission device. The wireless transmission is performed in air space and thus likely
to be affected by the environment such as rain and undergo line disconnection in the worst case. In this regard, there
is a technique of reducing a wireless transmission band according to a status of a transmission path and securing
connectivity.
[0007] When the transmission band of the wireless transmission path is reduced, a packet transmission time substan-
tially increases, and thus a transmission delay consequently changes. As described above, in the clock synchronization
technique specified in IEEE 1588v2, the error in the delay time directly leads to the clock accuracy.
[0008] Further, there is a technique of guaranteeing the delay error of the packet transmission device, but the case
in which the delay time in the transmission path changes is not considered. For this reason, there is a problem in that
as the transmission band in the wireless transmission path changes, the clock accuracy deteriorates temporarily at the
time of change. This problem is not confined to the wireless transmission, and the same problem occurs even in wired
transmission when a transmission path having a variable transmission band is used.
[0009] In light of the foregoing, the present invention is directed to providing a technique of performing clock synchro-
nization through a transmission path having a variable transmission band with a high degree of accuracy.
[0010] JP 2005-253033 A, JP 2001-177570 and WO 2010/104153 represent related art.

Means for Solving the Problem

[0011] The above objet is achieved with the features of the claims
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Effect of the Invention

[0012] According to the present invention, it is possible to provide a technique of performing clock synchronization
through a transmission path having a variable transmission band with a high degree of accuracy.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013]

FIG. 1 is a sequence diagram illustrating a communication sequence in a time synchronization algorithm of IEEE 1588.
FIG. 2A is a schematic diagram illustrating an outline of time synchronization algorithms specified in IEEE1588 and
IEEE1588v2.
FIG. 2B is a schematic diagram illustrating an outline of time synchronization algorithms specified in IEEE1588 and
IEEE1588v2.
FIG. 3 is a system configuration diagram of a communication system according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 4 is a sequence diagram illustrating the flow of a process in which a wireless transmission device illustrated in
FIG. 3 transmits a synchronization packet to a wireless transmission path (a transmission path having a variable
transmission band).
FIG. 5 is a sequence diagram illustrating the flow of a process in which the wireless transmission device illustrated
in FIG. 3 transmits a synchronization packet to a transmission path (a transmission path whose transmission band
does not change or a transmission path in which a change in a transmission band is not reflected in intra-device
delay information).
FIG. 6 is a functional block diagram illustrating a configuration of a first modified example of a wireless transmission
device according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 7 is a functional block diagram illustrating a configuration of a second modified example of a wireless transmission
device according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 8 is a functional block diagram illustrating a configuration of a third modified example of a wireless transmission
device according to an embodiment of the present invention.

EMBODIMENTS FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[IEEE1588]

[0014] First of all, a time synchronization algorithm of IEEE1588 will be described. FIG. 1 is a sequence diagram
illustrating a communication sequence in a time synchronization algorithm of IEEE1588. Referring to FIG. 1, two-way
communication is performed between a clock master 100 and a clock slave 200, and the clock slave 200 periodically
synchronizes a time with the clock master 100.
[0015] The clock master 100 periodically transmits a Sync message to the clock slave 200 (step S900). The clock
master 100 records a transmission time (hereinafter referred to as a "Sync transmission time") Tm (0) of the Sync
message (step S901). Next, the clock master 100 transmits a Follow_up message to the clock slave 200 (step S903).
At this time, the clock master 100 stores the Sync transmission time Tm (0) in the Follow_up message.
[0016] Upon receiving the Sync message, the clock slave 200 records a reception time (hereinafter referred to as a
"Sync reception time") Ts (0) of the Sync message using the reception process as a trigger (step S902). Next, the clock
slave 200 receives the Follow_up message, and extracts and records the Sync transmission time Tm (0) stored in the
Follow_up message. Next, the clock slave 200 transmits a Delay_Request message to the clock master 100 (step S904).
Then, the clock slave 200 records a transmission time (hereinafter referred to as a "Delay transmission time") Ts (1) of
the Delay_Request message (step S905).
[0017] Upon receiving the Delay_Request message, the clock master 100 records a reception time (hereinafter referred
to as a "Delay reception time") Tm (1) of the Delay_Request message using the reception process as a trigger (step
S906). Next, the clock master 100 transmits a Delay_Response message to the clock slave 200 (step S907). At this
time, the clock master 100 stores the Delay reception time Tm (1) in the Delay_Response message.
[0018] Upon receiving the Delay_Response message, the clock slave 200 extracts and records the Delay reception
time Tm (1) stored in the Delay_Response message.
[0019] The clock slave 200 calculates a difference MS_Diff between a time (hereinafter referred to as a "master time")
in the clock master 100 and a time (hereinafter referred to as a "slave time") in the clock slave 200 based on the Sync
transmission time Tm (0) and the Sync reception time Ts (0) using the following Formula 1: 
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[0020] Further, the clock slave 200 obtains a difference between the slave time and the master time based on the
Delay transmission time Ts (1) and the Delay reception time Tm (1) using the following Formula 2: 

[0021] Here, MS_Delay represents a transmission delay from the clock master 100 to the clock slave 200, SM_Delay
represents a transmission delay from the clock slave 200 to the clock master 100, and Offset represents a time offset
(leading) of the clock slave 200 on the clock master 100. The transmission delays MS_Delay and SM_Delay include a
propagation delay between the clock master 100 and the clock slave 200 and a queuing delay occurring in a relay node
on a network between the clock master 100 and the clock slave 200.
[0022] As described above, two Formulas, that is, Formulas 1 and 2, are obtained in connection with Offset which is
the time deviation of the clock slave 200 with respect to the clock master 100. However, the two Formulas include
unknown parameters such as MS_Delay and SM_Delay in addition to Offset. Thus, since only two Formulas are present
for three unknown parameters, it is difficult to calculate Offset. For this reason, in IEEE1588, under the assumption that
the transmission delay MS_Delay from the clock master 100 to the clock slave 200 is equal to the transmission delay
SM_Delay from the clock slave 200 to the clock master 100, and all of the two values are Delay, Formulas 1 and 2 are
converted into the following Formulas 3 and 4:

[0023] The following Formula 5 is derived by solving simultaneous equations of Formulas 3 and 4: 

[0024] The clock slave 200 synchronizes the slave time with the master time by calculating Offset using Formula 5
and correcting the slave time based on Offset. The foregoing is the time synchronization algorithm specified in IEEE1588.

[IEEE1588v2]

[0025] Next, the time synchronization algorithm specified in IEEE1588v2 will be described. FIG. 2 is a schematic
diagram illustrating an outline of the time synchronization algorithms specified in IEEE1588 and IEEE1588v2. FIG. 2A
illustrates an outline of the time synchronization algorithm specified in IEEE1588. FIG. 2B illustrates an output line of
the time synchronization algorithm specified in IEEE1588v2. In FIGS. 2A and 2B, D1 to D6 represent queuing delays
that occur in relay nodes Re1 to Re3, respectively, in transmission in an arrow direction.
[0026] In IEEE1588v2, each of the relay nodes Re1 to Re3 has a TC function. The TC function is a function of measuring
a staying time (intra-device delay information) during which a control message (an IEEE1588 message) packet stays
in a node and writing the time in a predetermined field of the control packet while accumulatively adding the time.
Specifically, the IEEE1588 message refers to the Sync message and the Delay_Request message. In IEEE1588v2, the
staying times of the relay nodes Re1 to Re3 are accumulatively added in the message through the TC function each
time the control packet passes through the relay nodes Re1 to Re3. Thus, the clock slave 200 can accurately acquire
the sum of the queuing delays occurring at the relay nodes Re1 to Re3 in transmission from the clock master 100 to the
clock slave 200. Similarly, the clock master 100 can accurately acquire the sum of the queuing delays occurring at the
relay nodes Re1 to Re3 in transmission from the clock slave 200 to the clock master 100.
[0027] When the sum of the queuing delays and the propagation delay in transmission from the clock master 100 to
the clock slave 200 are referred to as MS_Q and MS_P, respectively, and the sum of the queuing delays and the
propagation delay in transmission from the clock slave 200 to the clock master 100 are referred to SM_Q and SM_P,
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respectively, Formulas 1 and 2 can be converted into the following Formulas 6 and 7, respectively: 

[0028] Here, when a message transmission path in transmission from the clock master 100 to the clock slave 200 is
equal to a message transmission path in transmission from the clock slave 200 to the clock master 100 in both directions,
MS_P = SM_P = Propagation_Delay is established. In this case, Formulas 6 and 7 can be converted into the following
Formulas 8 and 9, respectively: 

[0029] Then, the following Formula 10 can be obtained from Formulas 8 and 9 as a formula for calculating Offset. 

[0030] As illustrated in FIG. 2A, in IEEE1588 (hereinafter, also referred to as "Pure IEEE1588") rather than IEEE1588v2,
the sum of the queuing delays occurring at the relay nodes Re1 to Re3 is assumed to be equal in a two-way direction.
In other words, the sum (D1+D2+D3) of the queuing delays in transmission from the clock master 100 to the clock slave
200 is assumed to be equal to the sum (D4+D5+D6) of the queuing delays in transmission from the clock slave 200 to
the clock master 100. However, since the two are not equal in practice, the accuracy of synchronization is deteriorated
by the error.
[0031] On the other hand, in IEEE1588v2, the sum of the queuing delays of the relay nodes Re1 to Re3 is measured
by the TC functions implemented in the relay nodes Re1 to Re3. Further, the clock slave 200 accurately acquires the
sum value (D1+D2+D3) of the queuing delays in transmission from the clock master 100 to the clock slave 200. Further,
the clock master 100 accurately acquires the sum value (D4+D5+D6) of the queuing delays in transmission from the
clock slave 200 to the clock master 100. Through this operation, in IEEE1588v2, time synchronization can be implemented
with a high degree of accuracy. The time synchronization algorithm specified in IEEE1588v2 is as above.
[0032] FIG. 3 is a system configuration diagram of a communication system 1 according to an embodiment of the
present invention. The communication system 1 includes a primary reference clock (PRC) 10, a clock master 300, a
clock slave 400, a wireless transmission device 500a, and a wireless transmission device 500b. The communication
system 1 operates according to IEEE 1588v2. The clock master 300 is connected to perform communication with the
wireless transmission device 500a via a transmission path. The clock slave 400 is connected to perform communication
with the wireless transmission device 500b via a transmission path. The wireless transmission device 500a and the
wireless transmission device 500b perform wireless communication through a wireless transmission path.
[0033] The PRC 10 is a device designed according to a standard recommendation such as ITU-T G.811, and outputs
accurate clock information. The Global Positioning System (GPS) may be used as the PRC 10. The clock master 300
acquires clock information from the PRC 10.
[0034] The clock slave 400 transmits or receives a synchronization packet (a control packet) to or from the clock
master 300 through the wireless transmission device 500a and the wireless transmission device 500b. As the synchro-
nization packet is transmitted or received, the clock slave 400 measures a delay time, reproduces clock information,
and outputs a clock. The clock master 300 and the clock slave 400 correct the delay time based on the intra-device
delay information (the intra-node stating time) included in the synchronization packet. As described above, the synchro-
nization packet is used as synchronous data. Further, the intra-device delay information is used as delay information.
[0035] Next, the wireless transmission device 500a will be described. Since the wireless transmission device 500a
and the wireless transmission device 500b basically have the same configuration, the wireless transmission device 500b
will not be described below. The wireless transmission device 500a includes a central processing unit (CPU), a memory,
an auxiliary storage device, and the like which are connected via a bus, and executes a transmission program. As the
transmission program is executed, the wireless transmission device 500a functions as a device including a first reception
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queue 501, a first calculating unit 502, a first transmission queue 503, a wireless transmitting unit 504, a wireless receiving
unit 505, a second reception queue 506, a second calculating unit 507, and a second transmission queue 508. All or
some of the functions of the wireless transmission device 500a may be implemented using hardware such as an appli-
cation specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a programmable logic device (PLD), or a field programmable gate array (FPGA).
The transmission program may be recorded in a computer readable recording medium. Examples of the computer
readable recording medium include a portable medium such as a flexible disk, a magnetic optical disc, a read only
memory (ROM), a compact disc read only memory (CD-ROM) or a storage device such as a hard disk built in a computer
system. The transmission program may be recorded in a recording medium, and read and executed by a computer. The
transmission program may be transmitted through an electric telecommunication line.
[0036] The first reception queue 501 receives packets through the transmission path. The first reception queue 501
selects a synchronization packet from the received packets. When the synchronization packet is received, the first
reception queue 501 notifies the first calculating unit 502 of a reception time Tr and an intra-device delay information
Td included in the synchronization packet. Further, the first reception queue 501 transfers the received packet to the
first transmission queue 503.
[0037] The first calculating unit 502 calculates intra-device delay time change information Tn based on the reception
time Tr and the intra-device delay information Td notified from the first reception queue 501, a transmission time Tt
notified from the first transmission queue 503, and radio band information BW notified from the wireless transmitting unit
504. The first calculating unit 502 notifies the first transmission queue 503 of the calculated intra-device delay time
change information Tn. As described above, the first calculating unit 502 has a function of at least a calculating unit.
[0038] The first transmission queue 503 receives packets from the first reception queue 501, and transfers the packets
to the wireless transmitting unit 504 in order. Upon receiving the synchronization packet from the first reception queue
501, the first transmission queue 503 notifies the first calculating unit 502 of the time Tt at which the synchronization
packet is transmitted. Then, the first transmission queue 503 changes the intra-device delay information of the synchro-
nization packet to the intra-device delay time change information Tn notified from the first calculating unit 502. As
described above, the first transmission queue 503 has a function of at least a transmitting unit.
[0039] The wireless transmitting unit 504 converts the packet received from the first transmission queue 503 into a
radio frame, performs an encoding process and a modulation process, and transmits a resultant radio frame to the
wireless transmission path. The wireless transmitting unit 504 acquires the radio band information BW of the wireless
transmission path, and notifies the calculating unit 502 of the acquired radio band information BW. As described above,
the wireless transmitting unit 504 has a function of at least a transmission band acquiring unit. The radio band information
BW represents a transmission band (a communication rate) in a wireless transmission path from its own station (its own
device) to an opposite station (an opposite device). The opposite station refers to a device that acts as a counterpart of
wireless communication performed through the wireless transmission path. For example, for the wireless transmitting
unit 504 included in the wireless transmission device 500a, the wireless transmission device 500a is its own station, and
the wireless transmission device 500b is the opposite station. A method of acquiring the radio band information BW
through the wireless transmitting unit 504 is not particularly limited. An example of a method of acquiring the radio band
information BW will be described below.
[0040] The wireless transmission device 500a and the wireless transmission device 500b perform wireless commu-
nication according to an adaptive modulation scheme. The wireless transmitting unit 504 of the wireless transmission
device 500a (its own station) is notified of a modulation scheme from the wireless transmission device 500b. Further,
the wireless transmitting unit 504 performs wireless transmission according to the notified modulation scheme, and
calculates the transmission band (the radio band information BW) when transmission is performed according to the
modulation scheme.
[0041] The above process will be described in further detail. The wireless receiving unit 505 of the wireless transmission
device 500b (opposite station) acquires information representing a transmission path status in the wireless transmission
path from the wireless transmission device 500a to the wireless transmission device 500b based on a reception level
of a received signal and a decoding process result. The wireless receiving unit 505 decides the modulation scheme
used by the wireless transmitting unit 504 of the wireless transmission device 500a based on the acquired information.
The wireless receiving unit 505 notifies the wireless transmitting unit 504 of the same device (the wireless transmission
device 500b) of information representing the decided modulation scheme. The wireless transmitting unit 504 transmits
the information representing the notified modulation scheme to the wireless transmission device 500a through the
wireless transmission path. Upon receiving the information representing the modulation scheme from the wireless trans-
mission device 500b, the wireless receiving unit 505 of the wireless transmission device 500a notifies the wireless
transmitting unit 504 of the modulation scheme. As a result, the wireless transmitting unit 504 of the wireless transmission
device 500a (its own station) is notified of the modulation scheme from the wireless transmission device 500b (opposite
station).
[0042] The configuration of the wireless transmission device 500a will be continuously described. The wireless receiving
unit 505 receives the radio frame through the wireless transmission path. The wireless receiving unit 505 performs a
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demodulation process and a decoding process on the received radio frame, and reproduces packets. Then, the wireless
receiving unit 505 transfers the reproduced packets to the second reception queue 506.
[0043] The second reception queue 506 receives the packets from the wireless receiving unit 505. The second reception
queue 506 selects the synchronization packet from the received packets. When the synchronization packet is received,
the second reception queue 506 notifies the second calculating unit 507 of the reception time Tr and the intra-device
delay information Td included in the synchronization packet. The second reception queue 506 transfers the received
packet to the second transmission queue 508.
[0044] The second calculating unit 507 calculates intra-device delay time change information Tn’ based on the reception
time Tr and the intra-device delay information Td notified from the second reception queue 506 and the transmission
time Tt notified from the second transmission queue 508. The second calculating unit 507 notifies the second transmission
queue 508 of the calculated intra-device delay time change information Tn’.
[0045] The second transmission queue 508 receives the packets from the second reception queue 506 and transmits
the packets to a device of a transmission destination in order through the transmission path. Upon receiving the syn-
chronization packet from the second reception queue 506, the second transmission queue 508 notifies the second
calculating unit 507 of the time Tf at which the synchronization packet is transmitted. Then, the second transmission
queue 508 changes the intra-device delay information of the synchronization packet to the intra-device delay time change
information Tn’ notified from the second calculating unit 507.
[0046] Next, the flow of an operation of the wireless transmission device 500a will be described. FIG. 4 is a sequence
diagram illustrating the flow of a process in which the wireless transmission device 500a transmits the synchronization
packet to the wireless transmission path (the transmission path having a variable transmission band). The wireless
transmitting unit 504 notifies the first calculating unit 502 of the radio band information BW at a predetermined timing
(step S101). The predetermined timing may be each time the wireless transmitting unit 504 acquires the radio band
information BW, each time the value of the acquired radio band information BW changes, or any other timing.
[0047] When the synchronization packet is transmitted from the clock master 300 to the transmission path, first of all,
the first reception queue 501 receives the synchronization packet (step S102). Next, the first reception queue 501 notifies
the first calculating unit 502 of the reception time Tr at which the synchronization packet is received and the intra-device
delay information Td included in the synchronization packet (step S103). Next, the first reception queue 501 transfers
the synchronization packet to the first transmission queue 503 (step S104). Next, when it becomes possible to transmit
the synchronization packet, the first transmission queue 503 notifies the first calculating unit 502 of the transmission
time Tt (step S105). Next, the first calculating unit 502 calculates the intra-device delay time change information Tn
based on the following Formula 11:

[0048] In Formula 11, "Size" represents the size of the synchronization packet (the size of synchronous data). A value
of "Tt - Tr" represents a staying time of the synchronization packet in its own device. A value of Size is set to a value
according to the type of synchronization packet handled by the communication system 1 and set to the first calculating
unit 502 in advance. The first calculating unit 502 notifies the first transmission queue 503 of the intra-device delay time
change information Tn (step S 106).
[0049] Next, the first transmission queue 503 changes the intra-device delay time Td of the synchronization packet to
the intra-device delay time change information Tn, and transfers the changed synchronization packet to the wireless
transmitting unit 504 (step S107). The wireless transmitting unit 504 converts the received synchronization packet into
a radio frame, and transmits the radio frame to the wireless transmission device 500b through the wireless transmission
path (step S108).
[0050] The sequence diagram of FIG. 4 illustrates processing when the synchronization packet is received, but in
processing when a packet other than the synchronization packet is received, an operation of only steps S102, S104,
S107, and S108 is performed.
[0051] FIG. 5 is a sequence diagram illustrating the flow of a process in which the wireless transmission device 500a
transmits the synchronization packet to the transmission path (the transmission path whose transmission band does not
change or the transmission path in which a change in the transmission band is not reflected in the intra-device delay
information). When the synchronization packet is transmitted from the wireless transmission device 500b to the wireless
transmission path, first of all, the wireless receiving unit 505 receives the synchronization packet (step S201). Then, the
wireless receiving unit 505 transfers the received synchronization packet to the second reception queue 506 (step S202).
Next, the second reception queue 506 notifies the second calculating unit 507 of the reception time Tr at which the
synchronization packet is received and the intra-device delay information Td included in the synchronization packet
(step S203). Next, the second reception queue 506 transfers the synchronization packet to the second transmission
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queue 508 (step S204). Next, when it becomes possible to transmit the synchronization packet, the second transmission
queue 508 notifies the second calculating unit 507 of the transmission time Tt (step S205). Next, the second calculating
unit 502 calculates the intra-device delay time change information Tn’ based on the following Formula 12.

[0052] The second calculating unit 507 notifies the second transmission queue 508 of the intra-device delay time
change information Tn’ (step S206). Next, the second transmission queue 508 changes the intra-device delay time Td
of the synchronization packet to the intra-device delay time change information Tn’. Then, the second transmission
queue 508 transmits the changed synchronization packet to the clock master 300 through the transmission path (step
S207).
[0053] The sequence diagram of FIG. 5 illustrates processing when the synchronization packet is received, but in
processing when a packet other than the synchronization packet is received, an operation of only steps S201, S202,
S204, and S207 is performed.
[0054] In the communication system 1 having the above-described configuration, the intra-device delay time change
information Tn according to the transmission band in the wireless transmission path is calculated, and the calculated
value is set as the intra-device delay information of the synchronization packet. More specifically, when Tn is calculated,
a value of "Size / BW" is added. This value represents a time necessary to transmit the synchronization packet from the
wireless transmission device 500a to the wireless transmission device 500b in the current wireless transmission path.
The value of BW is dynamically changed by the wireless transmitting unit 504. Thus, the intra-device delay time can be
corrected according to the status of the wireless transmission path. As a result, even when the transmission band
changes according to the status of the wireless transmission path, the clock synchronization using the synchronization
packet can be performed with a high degree of accuracy.

[Modified Example]

[0055] Next, a modified example of the wireless transmission device will be described. FIG. 6 is a functional block
diagram illustrating a configuration of a first modified example (a wireless transmission device 600a). The wireless
transmission device 600a differs from the wireless transmission device 500a in that a wireless relay receiving unit 609
and a wireless relay transmitting unit 610 are additionally provided.
[0056] One terminal of the wireless transmission device 500a is connected to the wireless transmission path, and the
other terminal thereof is connected to a wired transmission path. On the other hand, both terminals of the wireless
transmission device 600a are connected to the wireless transmission path.
[0057] In this case, the clock master 300 and the wireless transmission device 600a may perform communication via
the wireless transmission path. Using the wireless transmission device 600a having the above-described configuration,
the same effects as in the communication system 1 are obtained even in the wireless network without intervention of
the wired network.
[0058] Further, the wireless transmission device 600a may be provided between the wireless transmission device
500a and the wireless transmission device 500b to relay communication between the wireless transmission device 500a
and the wireless transmission device 500b.
[0059] FIG. 7 is a functional block diagram illustrating a configuration of a second modified example (a wireless
transmission device 700a).
[0060] The wireless transmission device 700a differs from the wireless transmission device 500a in that a plurality of
first reception queues 501, a plurality of second transmission queues 508, a first path deciding unit 701, and a second
path deciding unit 702 are provided. The first path deciding unit 701 stores a routing table, and decides a next transfer
destination of a received packet according to a destination address of the received packet. The first path deciding unit
701 writes the decided transfer destination to a header of the packet, and transfers the packet to the first transmission
queue 503. The second path deciding unit 702 stores a routing table, and decides a next transfer destination of a received
packet according to a destination address of the received packet. The second path deciding unit 702 writes the decided
transfer destination to a header of the packet, and transfers the packet to the second transmission queue 508. Using
the wireless transmission device 700a having the above-described configuration, the same processing as in the com-
munication system 1 can be performed even on the synchronization packets input from the different clock masters 300
through a plurality of transmission paths. Thus, the same effects as in the communication system 1 can be obtained
even in the system in which the synchronization packets are transmitted from the different clock masters 300 through
a plurality of transmission paths.
[0061] FIG. 8 is a functional block diagram illustrating a configuration of a third modified example (a wired transmission
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device 800a).
[0062] The wired transmission device 800a differs from the wireless transmission device 500a in that a wired trans-
mitting unit 804 is provided instead of the wireless transmitting unit 504, and a wired receiving unit 805 is provided
instead of the wireless receiving unit 505. The wired transmitting unit 804 differs from the wireless transmitting unit 504
only in whether a communication scheme is a wireless scheme or a wired scheme, and the remaining configuration
thereof is similar to that of the wireless transmitting unit 504. In other words, the wired transmitting unit 804 converts a
packet received from the first transmission queue 503 into a form conforming to a wired transmission path positioned
between its own device and the wireless transmission device 500b, and transmits the converted packet. Further, the
wired transmitting unit 804 acquires a transmission band according to the status of the wired transmission path positioned
between its own device and the wireless transmission device 500b, and notifies the first calculating unit 502 of the
transmission band. The concrete examples of the wired transmission path include a synchronous optical network/syn-
chronous digital hierarchy (SONET/SDH) and an asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL). As described above, as
long as a transmission path has a transmission band that changes and can be acquired by a transmission side device,
the transmission path is not limited to a certain scheme.
[0063] The wired receiving unit 805 differs from the wireless receiving unit 505 only in whether a communication
scheme is a wireless scheme or a wired scheme, and the remaining process thereof is similar to that of the wireless
receiving unit 505. In other words, the wired receiving unit 805 receives a signal from the wired transmission path
positioned between its own device and the wireless transmission device 500b, and restores the packet. Further, the
wired receiving unit 805 transfers the recovered packet to the second reception queue 506.
[0064] In the wireless transmission device 500a in the first to third modified examples, the first calculating unit 502
and the second calculating unit 507 may be configured using a single operation circuit.
[0065] The first calculating unit 502 may acquire a time necessary to transmit the synchronization packet from the
wireless transmission device 500a to the wireless transmission device 500b in the current wireless transmission path
based on the operation method other than "Size / BW."
[0066] The embodiments of the invention have been described above in detail with reference to the accompanying
drawings, but the concrete configuration is not limited to the above embodiment: various changes may be made therein
without departing from the scope of the appended claims.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0067] The present invention can be applied to a system or a device that performs clock synchronization through a
communication path.

Reference Symbols

[0068]

1: communication system
10: PRC
300: clock master
400: clock slave
500a, 500b: wireless transmission device
501: first reception queue
502: first calculating unit (calculating unit)
503: first transmission queue (transmitting unit)
504: wireless transmitting unit (transmission band acquiring unit)
505: wireless receiving unit
506: second reception queue
507: second calculating unit
508: second transmission queue
609: wireless relay receiving unit
610: wireless relay transmitting unit
701: first path deciding unit
702: second path deciding unit
804: wired transmitting unit
805: wired receiving unit
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Claims

1. A transmission device that transmits or receives synchronous data used to perform synchronization of a clock
through a transmission path having a variable transmission band, characterized by comprising:

a transmission band acquiring unit (504) configured to acquire a current transmission band in the transmission
path;
a calculating unit (502) configured to calculate a time necessary until the synchronous data is received after
the synchronous data is transmitted through the transmission path based on the transmission band, and add
the calculated time and a staying time, Tt -Tr, of the synchronous data in its own device to delay information,
Td, recorded in the synchronous data, thereby calculating new delay information, Tn; and
a transmitting unit (503) configured to write the new delay information, Tn, calculated by the calculating unit
(502) to the synchronous data, and transmit the synchronous data.

2. The transmission device according to claim 1,
wherein the calculating unit (502) is configured to store a size of the synchronous data in advance, and calculate
the time necessary until the synchronous data is received after the synchronous data is transmitted through the
transmission path by dividing the size by the transmission band.

3. The transmission device according to claims 1 or 2,
wherein the transmission band acquiring unit (504) is configured to acquire communication information related to
communication from its own device to an opposite device which is a communication counter part of its own device
from the opposite device, and acquire the transmission band based on the communication information.

4. A transmission method performed by a transmission device that transmits or receives synchronous data used to
perform synchronization of a clock through a transmission path having a variable transmission band, the transmission
method being characterized by comprising:

acquiring a current transmission band in the transmission path;
calculating a time necessary until the synchronous data is received after the synchronous data is transmitted
through the transmission path based on the transmission band, and adding the calculated time and a staying
time, Tt-Tr, of the synchronous data in its own device to delay information, Td, recorded in the synchronous
data, thereby calculating new delay information, Tn; and
writing the calculated new delay information Tn, to the synchronous data , and transmitting the synchronous data.

5. A computer program causing an information processing device, which transmits or receives synchronous data used
to perform synchronization of a clock through a transmission path having a variable transmission band, to execute
a process of transmission, the process being characterized by comprising:

acquiring a current transmission band in the transmission path;
calculating a time necessary until the synchronous data is received after the synchronous data is transmitted
through the transmission path based on the transmission band, and adding the calculated time and a staying
time, Tt-Tr, of the synchronous data in its own device to delay information, Td, recorded in the synchronous
data, thereby calculating new delay information, Tn; and
including the calculated new delay information, Tn, in the synchronous data, and transmitting the synchronous
data.

Patentansprüche

1. Übertragungsvorrichtung, die synchrone Daten sendet oder empfängt, die verwendet werden, um die Synchroni-
sation eines Takts über einen Übertragungsweg mit einem variablen Übertragungsband durchzuführen, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass sie umfasst:

eine Übertragungsband-Erfassungseinheit (504), die so konfiguriert ist, dass sie ein aktuelles Übertragungsband
im Übertragungsweg erfasst;
eine Recheneinheit (502), die konfiguriert ist, um eine Zeit zu berechnen, die notwendig ist, bis die synchronen
Daten empfangen werden, nachdem die synchronen Daten über den Übertragungsweg auf der Grundlage des
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Übertragungsbandes übertragen wurden, und die berechnete Zeit und eine Verweildauer, Tt-Tr, der synchronen
Daten in ihrer eigenen Vorrichtung zu in den synchronen Daten aufgezeichneten Verzögerungsinformationen,
Td, hinzuzufügen, wodurch neue Verzögerungsinformationen, Tn, berechnet werden; und
eine Sendeeinheit (503), die konfiguriert ist, um die von der Recheneinheit (502) berechneten neuen Verzöge-
rungsinformationen, Tn, in die synchronen Daten zu schreiben und die synchronen Daten zu übertragen.

2. Die Übertragungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Recheneinheit (502) konfiguriert ist, um eine Größe der synchronen Daten im Voraus zu speichern und
die Zeit zu berechnen, die erforderlich ist, bis die synchronen Daten empfangen werden, nachdem die synchronen
Daten durch den Übertragungsweg übertragen wurden, indem die Größe durch das Übertragungsband geteilt wird.

3. Die Übertragungseinrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2,
wobei die Übertragungsband-Erfassungseinheit (504) konfiguriert ist, um Kommunikationsinformationen in Bezug
auf die Kommunikation von ihrer eigenen Vorrichtung zu einer gegenüberliegenden Vorrichtung zu erfassen, die
ein Kommunikationspartner ihrer eigenen Vorrichtung von der gegenüberliegenden Vorrichtung ist, und das Über-
tragungsband auf der Grundlage der Kommunikationsinformationen zu erfassen.

4. Übertragungsverfahren, das von einer Übertragungseinrichtung durchgeführt wird, die synchrone Daten sendet
oder empfängt, die verwendet werden, um die Synchronisation eines Takts über einen Übertragungsweg mit einem
variablen Übertragungsband durchzuführen, wobei das Übertragungsverfahren dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass
es Folgendes umfasst:

Erfassung eines aktuellen Übertragungsbandes im Übertragungsweg;
Berechnen einer Zeit, die erforderlich ist, bis die synchronen Daten empfangen werden, nachdem die synchronen
Daten über den Übertragungsweg auf der Grundlage des Übertragungsbandes übertragen wurden, und Ad-
dieren der berechneten Zeit und einer Verweilzeit (Tt-Tr) der synchronen Daten in ihrer eigenen Vorrichtung
zu Verzögerungsinformationen, Td, die in den synchronen Daten aufgezeichnet sind, wodurch neue Verzöge-
rungsinformationen, Tn, berechnet werden; und
Schreiben der berechneten neuen Verzögerungsinformation, Tn, in die synchronen Daten, und Senden der
synchronen Daten.

5. Computerprogramm, das eine Informationsverarbeitungsvorrichtung, die synchrone Daten sendet oder empfängt,
die verwendet werden, um die Synchronisation eines Takts über einen Übertragungsweg mit einem variablen Über-
tragungsband durchzuführen, veranlasst, einen Übertragungsprozess auszuführen, wobei das Verfahren dadurch
gekennzeichnet ist, dass es Folgendes umfasst:

Erfassung eines aktuellen Übertragungsbandes im Übertragungsweg;
Berechnen einer Zeit, die erforderlich ist, bis die synchronen Daten empfangen werden, nachdem die synchronen
Daten über den Übertragungsweg auf der Grundlage des Übertragungsbandes übertragen wurden, und Ad-
dieren der berechneten Zeit und einer Verweilzeit (Tt-Tr) der synchronen Daten in ihrer eigenen Vorrichtung
zu Verzögerungsinformationen, Td, die in den synchronen Daten aufgezeichnet sind, wodurch neue Verzöge-
rungsinformationen, Tn, berechnet werden; und
Schreiben der berechneten neuen Verzögerungsinformation, Tn, in die synchronen Daten, und Senden der
synchronen Daten.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de transmission qui transmet ou reçoit des données synchrones utilisées pour réaliser une synchronisation
d’une horloge à travers une voie de transmission ayant une bande de transmission variable, caractérisé en ce qu’il
comprend :

une unité d’acquisition de bande de transmission (504) configurée pour acquérir une bande de transmission
courante dans la voie de transmission ;
une unité de calcul (502) configurée pour calculer un temps nécessaire jusqu’à ce que les données synchrones
soient reçues après la transmission des données synchrones par l’intermédiaire de la voie de transmission en
fonction de la bande de transmission, et pour ajouter, à des informations de retard, Td, enregistrées dans les
données synchrones, le temps calculé et un temps de maintien, Tt - Tr, des données synchrones dans son
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propre dispositif, calculant ainsi de nouvelles informations de retard, Tn ; et
une unité de transmission (503) configurée pour écrire les nouvelles informations de retard, Tn, calculées par
l’unité de calcul (502) sur les données synchrones, et pour transmettre les données synchrones.

2. Dispositif de transmission selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel l’unité de calcul (502) est configurée pour stocker une taille des données synchrones à l’avance et pour
calculer le temps nécessaire jusqu’à ce que les données synchrones soient reçues après la transmission des
données synchrones par l’intermédiaire de la voie de transmission en divisant la taille par la bande de transmission.

3. Dispositif de transmission selon la revendication 1 ou 2,
dans lequel l’unité d’acquisition de bande de transmission (504) est configurée pour acquérir des informations de
communication relatives à une communication depuis son propre dispositif vers un dispositif opposé qui est une
contrepartie de communication de son propre dispositif depuis le dispositif opposé, et pour acquérir la bande de
transmission en fonction des informations de communication.

4. Procédé de transmission réalisé par un dispositif de transmission qui transmet ou reçoit des données synchrones
utilisées pour réaliser une synchronisation d’une horloge à travers une voie de transmission ayant une bande de
transmission variable, le procédé de transmission étant caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend :

l’acquisition d’une bande de transmission courante dans la voie de transmission ;
le calcul d’un temps nécessaire jusqu’à ce que les données synchrones soient reçues après la transmission
des données synchrones par l’intermédiaire de la voie de transmission en fonction de la bande de transmission,
et l’ajout, à des informations de retard, Td, enregistrées dans les données synchrones, du temps calculé et
d’un temps de maintien, Tt - Tr, des données synchrones dans son propre dispositif, calculant ainsi de nouvelles
informations de retard, Tn ; et
l’écriture des nouvelles informations de retard, Tn, calculées sur les données synchrones,
et la transmission des données synchrones.

5. Programme d’ordinateur amenant un dispositif de traitement d’informations, qui transmet ou reçoit des données
synchrones utilisées pour réaliser une synchronisation d’une horloge à travers une voie de transmission ayant une
bande de transmission variable, à exécuter un processus de transmission, le processus étant caractérisé en ce
qu’il comprend :

l’acquisition d’une bande de transmission courante dans la voie de transmission ;
le calcul d’un temps nécessaire jusqu’à ce que les données synchrones soient reçues après la transmission
des données synchrones à travers la voie de transmission en fonction de la bande de transmission, et l’ajout,
à des informations de retard, Td, enregistrées dans les données synchrones, du temps calculé et d’un temps
de maintien, Tt - Tr, des données synchrones dans son propre dispositif, calculant ainsi de nouvelles informations
de retard, Tn ; et
l’inclusion des nouvelles informations de retard, Tn, calculées dans les données synchrones,
et la transmission des données synchrones.
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